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Engine Baffles For The C-85 and 0-200 Continentals



THE DESIGNEE CORNER



W,



ITH THE exception of some VW equipped ultra-light aircraft, most homebuilders utilize a complete cowling around their engine as well as a pressure baffle system to insure adequate cooling of the engine. In this type of system cooling air is introduced through the cowling inlets up front. Almost immediately the incoming air flow's path is rudely blocked by a wall of baffles and the air piles up creating a pressurized area in the upper engine compartment. This pressurized cooling air is then forced to take the downward paths schematically shown in Figure 1 where it passes through and circulates around the cylinders and deflectors. By studying the sketch you can see that air that leaks around or through the baffles due to poor fits could cause a significant pressure drop. Furthermore, any air that leaks past the baffles is wasted and as a consequence reduces the cooling efficiency of the engine and imposes a greater penalty in horsepower used to do the cooling job. Fortunate, indeed, is the builder who acquires his engine complete from the firewall forward. Such a find includes many expensive parts and assemblies including a complete baffle system. While I would not classify baffles as an expensive item, they are difficult to make without the benefit of patterns. If a fairly good set of baffles came with your engine that do not quite fit your cowling, don't be hasty in assuming that you must make a new set. You may be able to modify the original baffles by riveting extension metal strips along the top edges of the baffles and then trimming them to fit the shape of the cowling. However, aircraft building being what it is, you will probably not only have to fabricate your own baffles, but you will also have to puzzle out where to locate them, how to make them, and how to attach them. I don't know why more of us could not make good sets of baffle templates and donate them to the Chapter. Wouldn't that be a fitting donation for the cause? Why not, this time, resolve to make an accurate set of templates while fitting your engine. Then, when you are through, you can pass them on to the Chapter, or better, perhaps, to the Chapter Designee for safe keeping and loan to any other builder who might need such help. 14 OCTOBER 1973



By Antoni (Tony) Bingelis EAA Designee Co-Chairman 8509 Greenflint Lane Austin, Texas 78759



Note that the front baffles start slightly below the centerline of the cylinders.



The curvature of the bottom tab around the cylinder fin is noticeable in this view. Note that the aft baffle passes in front of the engine mount pads. At the center point of the rear baffles a bracket is used to secure the baffle to the engine. A reinforcement plate is riveted to the side baffle at the rear end. Need was determined from experience with this installation.



Good materials for making templates include sheet aluminum, formica, or a light gauge galvanized sheet. All bend lines should be marked or scribed on the template (NEVER ON THE BAFFLES) and all hole locations accurately spotted and drilled. With a black ink felt pen add notes for each baffle that would be useful to a builder. The drawings shown will help you save time and can be helpful in establishing the general size and shape for the baffles. MAKE PAPER PATTERNS



If you have no templates, use the illustrated patterns drawn to full size on stiff poster paper or cardboard (not corrugated).



Shows the baffle seal felt strip around the edges of the baffle.



Note the direction of bends in the rear baffles and how the spark plug wires are routed through the baffle using grommets. The small ducting hose on the left is to conduct cooling air to generator. The seals on this aircraft were attached by safety wire to the baffles.



After cutting out the patterns, you will probably find that there are some areas that fit like a round peg in a square hole . . . don't get unduly vexed as the poor fit can be easily corrected. To do this you will need to place your pattern on the engine and tape it in place temporarily. This would also be a good time to locate all the attachment holes. You can find where the holes are by rubbing some small hard object such as a dowel over the general area of the holes. The sharp edges of the hole will be outlined on the paper (sort of like cutting a gasket in place on an engine using a rubber mallet to cut or mark the gasket material). The next step is to correct your paper pattern which is still in place on the engine. Using small pieces of scotch tape or masking tape, stick



these small pieces onto your pattern to fill the gaps of all poorly fitted areas. Remove the pattern and the bits of tape will remain stuck to the pattern outlining the real shape accurately. There you have it, an accurate pattern that can be traced onto your permanent template material or directly to the baffle material. The template, after it has been cut out with tinsnips



will need to be hand filed to fit the engine perfectly and to give it the accuracy it needs.



While fitting your individual baffles, take the time to file th.? edges smooth and avoid making sharp corners and nicks. The patterns shown indicate that the top portion of the baffles must be made to fit the curvature



of your cowling. This also means, of course, that having your cowling completed will help guarantee a better



Seals along crankcase and cylinder bases show up well in this view. Note the cooling channel under the crankcase and the deflected entry snoot to fit the cowl design.



fitting installation. Shaping of this



what scraps a gent has around the shop. I suppose a successful baffle installation can even be made of .025"



tricky even if you do have the cowl-



the right places. However, if you have



trim the baffles within '/»" of the cowl-



weight that will be effected.



portion of the baffles could be a bit



material if it is reinforced in exactly



ing. However, since you need only to



to do that I question the saving in



ing they can be trimmed down a bit at a time until you obtain the fit you want. Do not try to fit the bare metal



MAKE THEM TO LAST



The secret to long lasting baffles



baffle tightly against the cowling as



is in careful design. A baffle that is



will cause the baffle to wear through the cowling in a short time. Rather,



minimized will last indefinitely. Often



the vibration of the engine in flight



you must rely on the felt seal strips for insuring a close fit. THE SEALS



The felt material used by many



homebuilders for the baffle seals is generally sold in strips about 3/ie" thick and about 1M>" to 2" wide. Betteryet, is the standard rubber-asbestos seal material used in store-bought aircraft. The rubber-asbestos is not only fire resistant but is also resistant to



Note the use of sheet metal screws to permit spark plug access.



made so that flexing and vibration is it is necessary to rivet on small reinforcement plates in areas of greatest



stress. Baffles that vibrate at any point



due to the lack of support or inherent stiffness will break or crack after a few hours of operation.



Sometimes the cracking and break-



Spark plug leads are clamped away from the hot muffler.



mon options available to you for installing the front baffles. Take a walk down any flight line and you will see for yourself how it is done. These front deflectors can be seen without



removing the cowling. Notice, at the same time, the attach screw locations and, if possible, how the brackets are made and secured to the engine. Note



that the front deflectors usually cover only the bottom half of the cylinders.



(See photos 1 and 2.) Don't be surprised if you see some installations



nately, this material is hard to locate while the felt material can be obtained



ing of the side baffles may be aggravated by tight fitting attachment bolt holes in the aluminum baffles. Here is one place where you do not want a snug fitting bolt hole. Have you ever noticed how vibration has caused the front baffles on some airplanes to take on the appearance of a cheap comb? A little



the baffles by using pop rivets with small washers or by lacing them on with safety wire. If you want to lace yours on with safety wire, it will be



Even with a proven baffle installation, it is quite possible that you may find a cracked baffle in the first 50 hours of your test program. Such a small crack can usually be stopped



cylinder deflectors. Some of these inter-cylinder baffles are very simple . . . others like those found on some of the larger Lycomings are a bit fancier. Usually these inter-cylinder baffles are nothing more than a couple pieces of bent aluminum held in place by a wire poked up between the two cylinders and secured to a short wire straddled between the top fins of the two cylinders. A more sophisticated threaded Vu" rod and a special cross piece is also commonly used to hold the small inter-cylinder plates snugly against the bottom of the cylinders. Most engines will already have these inter-cylinder deflectors already in place. When you install your engine . . .just make sure that you have a set in yours.



oil and grease absorption. Unfortu-



at virtually any Building and Supply outlet. Attach the seals along the edges of



necessary to predrill small holes along the edges of the baffle to accept the wiring. Keep the holes at



least '/41' inboard. I do not think that the holes need to be closer than 1" apart in most places. Install the seals on the pressure side of the engine compartment so that the cooling air will tend to force the seal against



the cowling.



BAFFLE MATERIAL



Most baffles in homebuilts are made of .035" 2024 T-3 aluminum sheet although some builders prefer to use .040". I guess a lot depends on



heavier material could reduce this tendency.



cold by drilling a small 3/i«" hole at



the very end of the crack. Nevertheless, in some cases it might also be wise to rivet in a reinforcement plate



there as the crack is an indication of



unusual vibration or stress at that point. THE INLET AREA DEFLECTORS



It is difficult to show useful drawings for the front deflectors or inlet baffles. So much depends on the shape of the cowling and the openings cut in it that, undoubtedly, it would be just as easy to custom fit your own patterns. There are only a few com-



where the baffles are installed perpendicular to the air flow and not sloped as illustrated.



INTERCYLINDER DEFLECTORS



Whatever baffle system you build, do not forget to install the inter-



(Continued on Next Pago) SPORT AVIATION 15
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(Continued from Preceding Page)



OIL TANK COOLING



Sometimes it is necessary to direct



some additional cooling air under the



crankcase and onto the oil tank to help keep the oil temperature down. It seems like a shame to have to do so but to me this makes more sense than to direct a blast of cooling air directly onto the oil temperature outlet. The drawing (Figure 3) shows the pattern



in two parts to make it easier for you to trim the patterns to the exact shape



for your engine. After you have



checked them, join the two pieces together. It should be possible to make this cooling channel out of a single piece of .035 aluminum. It is possible that your particular engine installation may not need this extra help to cooling, so try your cooling system without it. You can always add it later if your oil temperature continues to read on the high side.



HOW ABOUT SOMETHING DIFFERENT?



If you have sufficient space between the engine and the cowling and you are building a high performance aircraft, you might want to try an enclosed pressure baffle system similar to the one installed in Gene Darst's



prize winning T-40 and the original T-40 by Gene Turner. This low drag type pressure baffle system was originally installed in Gene Turner's T-



40 with the C-85 engine. Gene Darst retained the complete system and used it in the Continental 0-200 he recently installed in his aircraft.



The pattern drawings, although only two in number, give you the major dimensions for the two most important parts. (See Figure 5) The wrap-around top portion can be easily measured and made after the inner and outer baffles are secured temporarily in place on the engine. The



excellent photos 5, 6 and 7 that Gene Darst furnished are self-explanatory and should make invaluable references. In the front view photo (5) you can clearly see the enclosed channel used to route the cooling air under the engine and to the oil tank area. Although this increases the cooling horsepower required, it is apparently im-



portant in keeping the oil pressure under control in a tightly cowled system such as this. The long curved top pieces on this baffle system curve around the rear of the engine and are bent tightly around the bottom of the cylinders leaving about 2.5" at the very bottom of the cylinder uncovered to permit the air to



escape.



In cutting and fitting all of these baffles keep in mind the fact that the whole thing must fit under the cowl16 OCTOBER 1973



ing . . . that the frontal inlets must be tailored to the cowling profile . . . and that somehow you must make some



provision for access to the upper



spark plugs. This means that you cannot rivet the whole assembly in-



to one nice neat permanent enclosure. A study of the photos shows



that extensive use has been made of



sheet metal screws apparently to satisfy the need for access to the plugs.



It is vital that this installation be



close fitting and that all air leaks be eliminated by close fitting felt seals. For this reason, it is necessary to attach felt seals all around the inboard baffles at the cylinder bases. Gene cautions that when this type of cowling is removed, the engine runs hot as the cowling shape and openings are designed to enhance cooling. He now makes it a practice not to oper-



ate his engine with the cowling removed any longer than absolutely essential. Gene reports excellent results, for example, after a maximum performance climb to 5,000, the cylinder temperature did not exceed



400° F.



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION



The proper cooling of aircraft engines is a complex problem and any interested builder can benefit by reading the following articles: "Cool It Man" by M. B. Taylor, SPORT AVIATION, August 1965, page 12. "Cowling & Cooling of Light Aircraft Engines" by John W. Thorp, SPORT AVIATION, November 1963 (Part 1, page 18) and December 1963 (Part 2, page 10).
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SHAPE TO FIT COWLING.
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FIGURE 4.



LAYOUT Pl AN FOR O i l TANK CO3L1NG CHANNEI (OPTIONAL)



FIGURE 3. AIR INLET END
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AFT END
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PATTERNS FOR ENCLOSED TYPE PRESSURE SYSTEM BAFFLES FIGURE 5.
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Should that happen, the oil tank must be shielded from the muffler with an asbestos backed metal baffle. A typical installation as shown in Figure 2 with its com-.
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obstructing access to other engine components. ... long the life of the automotive pipe exhaust system pro- ... it is difficult to weld and tricky to drill holes into. In es ...
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8509 Greenflint Lane. Austin, Texas 78759 by combustion and the turbulent gas flow you must somehow smooth out, or at least modify the normal exhaust.
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tive terms you want to measure time. During this period the ... tion for VFR DAY or NIGHT, or IFR. Regardless of your ... economy, if indeed, they are cheaper.
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May 22, 1971 - ing out for take-off, the runup test is made. .... pletely, In the minus 20-degree F cold ... canal in World War II; and Ralph Winkel, mechanic on.
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Of course, insulation with asbestos could be resorted to ... that the complete removal and installation of ... cowling as easy to remove as possible. I guess it is no ...
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The engine was over- heating but I had a good top speed. "I moved the opening forward two inches and riveted a lip on it to block some of the air that may have ...
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As a matter of fact, it would seem sensi- ble not to .... change at the exhaust ports whenever power is reduced .... engine overhaul manual? .... ference to the chemical composition of the steel which is .... TEXTBOOK KOOMMWDATION TOÂ«.
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(Notice the statements read any builder, and not just an inexperienced one!) A misaligned fuselage can generate more problems than anyone deserves.
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EAA's first Mid-Winter Business Meeting will be held from 1:00 P.M. (C.S.T.) Friday, February 3, through Sunday noon, February 5, 1967, at Inter- national EAA ...
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Mechanical and Hydraulic .CJVERY ... LEvffi Tc CAlite SC'. BKAKE ACTl> ATM 6 ... The usual hydraulic brake system makes use of one master cylinder ...
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Mar 16, 1973 - VERTICAL ruCL QjAMITY CAGE (Ple
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An alternator is an alternating current. (AC) generator, and a generator is nor- mally thought of as a direct current (DC) generator. Both of these devices con-.
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The present "store bought" price of nearly $30.00. HOMEBUILT ... A sample of a recent. DESIGNEE NEWSLETTER for your review will be sent for just $1.25.
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much the same way that most of the midget racers look alike. Considerable difference, however, is notable in the wings and lift struts, just to mention a few.
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I On-Off Switch. 1 Two Cell Battery Clip, size'D" batteries ... When magneto breaker points are closed, current flows through the points to ground, not through the.
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material. the slot in the ribs. This should be a good fit. Spar blanks bevel the edges. This beveling can be done ... XD-85 had superior ground handling characteristics even ... returned to teaching at the University of Omaha and, by. 1950, had ...
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RESONANT FREQUENCY vibrations in aircraft engines has caused many engine mount failures. The re- ports of these failures usually concerned cracks, found.
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Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, pp. 277â€“312. Harrison, J. and Turnbull, D. (1996) Games of Architecture: Architectural Design Profile 121, Academy ...
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ble when using staples to assemble light plywood pieces ... deep enough to have about two inches of wood above the chord line at front and rear. ... circle of .020 aluminum and fasten it to the bottom of the ... length of nylon string to the center o
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tying it down at fly-ins would be a lot easier using this device. ... 3A32C Series. P21EA. D3A32C Series. P21EA. 3AF32C. P22EA. D3AF32C. P22EA. 3AF34C.
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sirable colors to paint an engine. For opti- ... cooling but the color of the paint doesn't. The second .... AGILEâ€” Light, smooth controls make aerobatics a joj.
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Inspecting the fit of tubing joints on the bottom side. (side nearest the plywood panel ... The angle finder makes for a more versatile device, however. FIGURE 2.
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Stress corrosion cracking. Filiform. AREAS/COMPONENTS. Skin frames/ribs/panels, etc. Attachments/fittings, subassemblies. Extrusions/castings, forgings.
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